1. Summary. This document presents the code chart resulting from the ad-hoc group discussions held in September 2016 at the ISO/IEC JTC1/SC2/WG2 meeting in San Jose, California.

2. Unicode character properties. Character properties were proposed in N4725R, and are repeated here. It may be the case that on consideration the UTC will propose other properties, for instance in terms of the

- 18B00;KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B00;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
- ...
- 18CE0;KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CE0;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
- 18CFD;KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT ITERATION MARK;Lm;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
- 18CFE;KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT HORIZONTAL JOINER;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
- 18CFF;KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT VERTICAL JOINER;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;

As blocks of KSS characters should not break over a line, graphic characters that are in a sequence prefixed by a format character should have a line break property that prohibits line breaking between adjacent characters. However, line breaking should be permitted between KSS characters that are not prefixed by a format character. The practicality of this needs to be explored further.
Radical-01
18B00 丁 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B00
18B01 九 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B01
18B02 万 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B02
18B03 木 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B03
18B04 色 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B04
18B05 未 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B05
18B06 吕 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B06
18B07 未 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B07
18B08 吕 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B08
18B09 未 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B09
18B0A 未 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B0A
18B0B 未 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B0B
18B0C 未 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B0C
18B0D 未 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B0D
18B0E 未 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B0E
18B0F 未 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B0F
18B10 未 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B10
18B11 未 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B11
18B12 未 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B12
18B13 未 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B13
18B14 未 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B14
18B15 未 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B15
18B16 未 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B16
18B17 未 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B17
18B18 未 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B18
18B19 未 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B19
18B1A 未 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B1A
18B1B 未 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B1B
18B1C 未 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B1C
18B1D 未 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B1D
18B1E 未 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B1E
18B1F 未 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B1F
18B20 未 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B20
18B21 未 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B21
18B22 未 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B22
18B23 未 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B23
18B24 未 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B24
18B25 未 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B25
18B26 未 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B26
18B27 未 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B27
18B28 未 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B28
18B29 未 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B29
18B2A 未 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B2A
18B2B 未 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B2B
18B2C 未 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B2C
18B2D 未 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B2D
18B2E 未 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B2E
18B2F 未 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B2F
18B30 未 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B30
18B31 未 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B31
18B32 未 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B32
18B33 未 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B33
18B34 未 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B34

Radical-02
18B35 扌 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B35
18B36 扌 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B36
18B37 扌 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B37
18B38 扌 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B38
18B39 扌 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B39
18B3A 扌 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B3A
18B3B 扌 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B3B
18B3C 扌 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B3C
18B3D 扌 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B3D
18B3E 扌 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B3E

Radical-03
18B3F 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B3F
18B40 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B40
18B41 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B41
18B42 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B42
18B43 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B43
18B44 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B44
18B45 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B45
18B46 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B46
18B47 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B47
18B48 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B48
18B49 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B49
18B4A 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B4A
18B4B 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B4B
18B4C 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B4C
18B4D 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B4D
18B4E 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B4E
18B4F 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B4F
18B50 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B50
18B51 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B51
18B52 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B52
18B53 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B53
18B54 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B54
18B55 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B55
18B56 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B56
18B57 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B57
18B58 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B58
18B59 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B59
18B5A 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B5A
18B5B 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B5B
18B5C 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B5C
18B5D 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B5D
18B5E 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B5E
18B5F 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B5F
18B60 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B60
18B61 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B61
18B62 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B62
18B63 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B63
18B64 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B64
18B65 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B65
18B66 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B66
18B67 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B67
18B68 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B68

Radical-03
18B69 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B69
18B6A 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B6A
18B6B 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B6B
18B6C 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B6C
18B6D 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B6D
18B6E 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B6E
18B6F 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B6F
18B70 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B70
18B71 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B71
18B72 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B72
18B73 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B73
18B74 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B74
18B75 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B75
18B76 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B76
18B77 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B77
18B78 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B78
18B79 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B79
18B7A 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B7A
18B7B 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B7B
18B7C 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B7C
18B7D 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B7D
18B7E 右 KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B7E
Radical-04

18B94 | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B94
• a character also used as Radical-04
18B95 | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B95
18B96 | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B96
18B97 | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B97
18B98 | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B98
18B99 | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18B99
18BA0 | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BA0
18BA1 | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BA1
18BA2 | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BA2
18BA3 | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BA3
18BA4 | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BA4
18BA5 | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BA5
18BA6 | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BA6
18BA7 | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BA7
18BA8 | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BA8
18BA9 | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BA9
18BAA | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BAA
18BAB | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BAB
18BAC | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BAC

Radical-05

18BAD | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BAD
• a character also used as Radical-05
18BAE | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BAE
18BAF | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BAF
18BAG | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BAG
18BAH | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BAH
18BAI | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BAI
18BAJ | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BAJ
18BAK | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BAK
18BAL | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BAL
18BAM | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BAM
18BAN | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BAN
18BAO | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BAO
18BAP | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BAP
18BAQ | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BAQ
18BAR | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BAR
18BAS | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BAS
18BAT | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BAT
18BAU | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BAU
18BAV | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BAV
18BAW | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BAW
18BA X | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BA X
18BAD | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BAD
18BAE | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BAE
18BAF | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BAF
18BAG | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BAG
18BAH | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BAH
18BAI | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BAI
18BAJ | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BAJ
18BAK | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BAK
18BAL | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BAL
18BAM | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BAM
18BAN | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BAN
18BAO | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BAO
18BAP | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BAP
18BAQ | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BAQ
18BAR | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BAR
18BAS | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BAS
18BAT | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BAT
18BAU | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BAU
18BAV | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BAV
18BAW | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BAW
18BA X | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BA X
18BAD | KIHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18BAD
Radical-07

18C02 ))[ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C02
  • a component used as Radical-07
  • not used in cluster formation
18C03 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C03
18C04 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C04
18C05 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C05
18C06 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C06
18C07 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C07
18C08 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C08
18C09 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C09
18C0A ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C0A
18C0B ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C0B
18C0C ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C0C
18C0D ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C0D
18C0E ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C0E
18C0F ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C0F
18C10 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C10
18C11 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C11
18C12 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C12
18C13 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C13
18C14 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C14

Radical-08

18C15 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C15
  • a component used as Radical-08
  • not used in cluster formation
18C16 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C16
18C17 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C17
18C18 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C18
18C19 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C19
18C1A ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C1A
18C1B ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C1B
18C1C ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C1C
18C1D ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C1D
18C1E ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C1E
18C1F ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C1F
18C20 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C20
18C21 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C21
18C22 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C22
18C23 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C23
18C24 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C24
18C25 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C25
18C26 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C26
18C27 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C27
18C28 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C28
18C29 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C29
18C2A ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C2A

Radical-09

18C2B ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C2B
  • a character also used as Radical-09
18C2C ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C2C
18C2D ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C2D
18C2E ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C2E
18C2F ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C2F
18C30 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C30
18C31 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C31

Radical-10

18C32 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C32
  • a component used as Radical-10
  • not used in cluster formation
18C33 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C33
18C34 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C34
18C35 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C35
18C36 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C36
18C37 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C37
18C38 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C38
18C39 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C39
18C3A ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C3A

Radical-11

18C3B ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C3B
  • a component used as Radical-11
  • not used in cluster formation
18C3C ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C3C
18C3D ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C3D
18C3E ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C3E
18C3F ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C3F
18C40 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C40
18C41 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C41
18C42 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C42
18C43 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C43
18C44 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C44
18C45 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C45
18C46 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C46
18C47 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C47
18C48 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C48
18C49 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C49
18C4A ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C4A
18C4B ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C4B
18C4C ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C4C
18C4D ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C4D
18C4E ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C4E
18C4F ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C4F
18C50 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C50

Radical-12

18C51 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C51
  • a character also used as Radical-12
18C52 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C52
18C53 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C53
18C54 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C54
18C55 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C55
18C56 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C56

Radical-13

18C57 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C57
  • a component used as Radical-13
  • not used in cluster formation
18C58 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C58
18C59 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C59
18C5A ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C5A
18C5B ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C5B
18C5C ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C5C
18C5D ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C5D
18C5E ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C5E
18C5F ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C5F
18C60 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C60
18C61 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C61
18C62 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C62
18C63 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C63
18C64 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C64
18C65 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C65
18C66 ㄌ KITANT SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18C66
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18CD8</td>
<td>KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CD8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18CD9</td>
<td>KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CD9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18CDA</td>
<td>KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18CDB</td>
<td>KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CDB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18CDC</td>
<td>KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CDC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Radical-20**

- 18CDD | KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CDD
  - a component used as Radical-20
  - not used in cluster formation
- 18CDE | KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CDE
- 18CDF | KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CDF
- 18CE0 | KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT CHARACTER-18CE0

**Iteration mark**

- 18CFD | KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT ITERATION MARK

**Format controls**

- 18CFE | KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT HORIZONTAL JOINER
- 18CFF | KHITAN SMALL SCRIPT VERTICAL JOINER